A comparison method for mean frequency estimators for Doppler ultrasound.
Mean frequency estimators as used in pulsed Doppler ultrasound equipment should provide an accurate (quality) and consistent (robustness) estimate over a wide range of signal conditions. In a simplified signal model, the main parameters to consider are the noise level, mean frequency, bandwidth and power of both the Doppler signal and the stationary component over a given time window. It may be expected that one estimator for a given parameter combination exhibits a good performance while another estimator for the same parameter combination behaves poorly. To allow direct comparison between different types of frequency estimators, a method is introduced to evaluate the quality and robustness of estimators for a common signal space covering a wide range of realistic parameter combinations. The method is illustrated using three different mean frequency estimators: (1) a first order autoregressive estimator in combination with a stationary echo filter; (2) a second order autoregressive estimator; and (3) a complex linear regression estimator in combination with a stationary echo filter. It is concluded that, for the parameter combination considered, the complex linear regression estimator exhibits the best quality (low variance and bias of the estimate) and robustness (consistent quality for all parameter combinations).